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Date: February 9, 2022
Topic: Stopping of attacks and torture with Directed Energy Weapons

Dear Mr. van Essen,
My name is Peter Mooring of the STOPEG Foundation (STOP Electronic weapons and
Gangstalking) and I am writing you this letter to ask for advice and help.
A number of people I know through my foundation STOPEG are being attacked and tortured
with Directed Energy Weapons. I myself am also attacked and tortured with these weapons
and am therefore also an expert by experience. All of our human rights are being violated,
often in the most appalling ways.
I describe the harassment below and end this letter with questions to which I would like your
response.
Reporting to the police in 2021
I have had contact with the police in Bergen op Zoom in the past but could not report this.
That has changed in 2021. This time I was able to file a police report in Bergen op Zoom for
attacks with Directed energy weapons . That is a step in the right direction. The police
recorded my story and I sent the signed report back to the police.
Proces-verbaalnummer: PL2000-2021223032-3
The police also told me that they have no way of doing anything about this.
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STOPEG Foundation (STOP Electronic weapons and Gangstalking)
I am not writing to you only from a personal interest. All over the world, citizens are attacked
with (military) radiation weapons, as is the case in the Netherlands. In 2007 I founded the
STOPEG foundation, which is dedicated to publicizing this phenomenon, among other things.
The STOPEG website is available in five languages. I have contact with people in the
Netherlands and abroad. A number of people in the Netherlands say they are also attacked
with these weapons. So I am writing this letter on behalf of these people as well.
Types of Directed Energy Weapons
The most well-known Directed Energy Weapons are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vibration weapons (low frequency).
Sound weapons.
Microwave weapons.
Millimeter wave weapons.
Laser weapons.
Electromagnetic pulse weapons.
Radar, for example AESA (Active Electronically Scanned Array).

Military radiation weapons
The attacks are quite sophisticated for a number of victims. This means that these weapons
are not household weapons. It is better to qualify these weapons as military radiation weapons
used against civilians.
These weapons are not new, but have been around since the 1970s
In the 1970s, the United States discovered that personnel in their embassy in Moscow was
being irradiated with microwaves. Since then, there has been an arms race in these types of
weapons. CNN made a documentary about this in 1985:
Electromagnetic Mind Control Weapons (video)
https://youtu.be/lgJ6SpHZir8
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The human body is extremely sensitive to electromagnetic radiation
The human body appears to be extremely sensitive to electromagnetic radiation. A wellknown example is a laser pen. With a small device you can blind someone. In hospitals, a
kidney stone crusher is used that works with ultrasound (20 kHz). In many households there
is a microwave oven in which meat is cooked with invisible radio waves.
Different forms of attacks have different frequencies. Frequencies of a few Hz (Hertz) cause
pressure, frequencies of around 20 kHz cause dizziness, frequencies of 95 GHz, as used in the
Active Denial System (ADS), cause burning sensations. The radiation is invisible and the
intensity variable.
Harassment with Directed Energy Weapons
Although the harassment with the Directed Energy Weapons is not the same for all victims, in
most cases it is best described as torture: Shooting, burning, cooking, vibrating, pressure,
brief, prolonged, high intensity, low intensity. In all sorts of places on your body, head, eyes,
face, back, chest, heart, arms, hands, genitals, buttocks, intestines, legs, feet, etc. A number of
weapons can be aimed at parts of the body with almost surgical precision.
Effects of attacks with Directed Energy Weapons
The effects include headaches, dizziness, memory loss, (maximum) pain, the feeling of being
boiled alive, being unable to walk (almost), burping, farting, stomach bubbling, forced
urination and/or defecation, coughing, urge to defecate, chest pressure, heart no longer seems
to be beating, weird rashes, red eyes, etc.
Where it happens
A number of victims report that the phenomenon follows them where ever they go. They are
attacked not only in their own homes, but also outside such as on the street, in their car, in
stores, in restaurants, in the gym, etc. So sometimes also from the air.
What is done and when it happens
Below I give a limited list of attacks that are done. Most attacks happen for a reason.
•
•

You are cooked alive to drive you out of your home.
Inducing headaches, dizziness.
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Every time a car drives by, the victim is shot to burp or fart or cough. This can also be
done every time a new web page is opened.
The attackers don't want you to do certain things or punish you for certain things, by
giving you maximum pain or disrupting your heartbeat. Sometimes you lie on the
ground and don't know if you will live 30 seconds later.
When writing an important letter, the eyes are 'attacked' so that they start to water.
Inducing huge urges to urinate or defecate at certain times.
When having an important appointment the next day, the victim is attacked in the night
and arrives at the appointment dead tired with red eyes.
To make jogging / running impossible, the lower legs and feet are cooked every night.
Forced coughing, sneezing (sometimes uncontrollable at high power).
Making your erection disappear and stimulate it (I know this from personal
experience).
Causing an orgasm in women (I only know this from women telling me their stories).
Shooting, damaging, light bulps in your home.
Making ‘plock’ noises in your home, this is done a lot.

Make it up and it is done.
How long do the effects of attacks with Directed Energy Weapons last?
Some effects are gone (quickly) when the attack stops. With other effects, it may take days,
weeks, months for the body to recover. In some cases, the same body part is attacked for days,
weeks, months.
How long the harassment lasts
For most victims, the harassment begins at some point and then continues. I know a victim
where it started in the 1990s and continues to this day. For me, it started in the year 2000 and
was continuous 24 hours from 2006 and this still continues. The number of attacks per day
varies from victim to victim. Some victims are attacked a few times a day or week, for others
it is non-stop, that is, several times a minute.
Attacks on people, including children, in the victim's environment
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A number of victims report that people, sometimes including children, in their environment
are also attacked. There is a story of a woman who first killed her child and then herself
because she could not take it anymore.
Performing experiments
For a number of victims of the attacks with Directed Energy Weapons it looks like they are
also part of an experiment in the sense of: a goal is set, a number of victims are worked on,
the effects are analyzed. Sometimes then later in the news is that a well-known person has
such symptoms.
Impossible to protect yourself against attacks with Directed Energy Weapons
If you are constantly under attack, it is impossible to protect yourself from it and to lead a
normal life. Much of the radiation also goes through windows, doors and walls. This means
you are not safe in your own home. There are victims who sleep in their cars.
Virtual torture chamber
There are victims who claim that they are attacked everywhere. They claim that they live in a
virtual torture chamber.
Impossible to prove attacks with Directed Energy Weapons
The radiation from many Directed Energy Weapons is invisible and often precise. You can be
attacked while the person sitting next to you feels and sees and notices nothing. There are
radiation meters for sale, that you can use in some cases to prove to yourself that you are
indeed being attacked and not imagining things. But to measure the frequencies yourself you
need a spectrum analyzer, an extremely expensive and complex device. You could hire a
company, this quickly costs hundreds of euros, to perform measurements but the attackers can
temporarily turn off / change / not use the radiation weapons during the measurements. And
how do you know if the measurement company is reliable?
Wrong diagnosis by family doctor, psychiatrist
Social workers do not know what to do with this and often label the victims as psychotic or
schizophrenic. This is a condemnation in itself.
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The lives of victims attacked with Directed Energy Weapons
There are victims who still have some sort of life, as best they can, but often a life with great
pain. However, there are also victims who commit suicide because they can no longer bear
the harassment, or can no longer bear that their loved ones, children, or people around them
are being attacked. There are victims who collapse and end up in psychiatry after which
experiments are performed on some again. And there are victims who are simply murdered.
Havana Syndrome
In the past, if you said you were being attacked with Directed Energy Weapons, you had to be
careful not to be labeled crazy. But after many years there is finally the Havana Syndrome and
no one can deny that these weapons exist and are being used.
A number of symptoms victims are experiencing have also been mentioned by embassy and
security personnel of the United States and Canada and you can also read about this in main
stream media articles on the Internet about the Havana Syndrome. Most recent are the attacks
in Paris and Geneva in January 2021. Experts, who have researched this on behalf of the
United States government, concluded that said personnel is being attacked with Directed
Energy Weapons. The weapons include sound weapons, laser weapons, microwave weapons
and electromagnetic pulse weapons.
Havana Syndrome: Symptoms of Directed Energy Weapon Attacks
Havana syndrome is not a disease but are symptoms of attacks with Directed Energy
Weapons. In 2014, at the request of Mike Beck, an NSA counterintelligence officer, the NSA
issued a statement more or less confirming that these weapons were already being used to
attack people in the 1990s. In October 2021, President Joe Biden signed a law to provide
support to United States government personnel who have been victims of Havana Syndrome.
An acknowledgement that this is real and not a case of psychosis. But civilian victims have so
far been ignored.
Mark Zaid, an attorney in Washington DC, who represents several of the Havana Syndrome
affected: 'It started long before Havana. It was only these incidents that brought it to light.'
On February 2, 2022, a U.S. intelligence report concluded that the symptoms were likely
caused by ultrasound and pulsed microwaves. The report also mentions that microwaves pass
through building materials (buildings).
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I have put all the links to articles and videos that have appeared in the main stream media
over the past few years about Havana syndrome on a website:
Pulsed Microwave Attacks on US, Canadian, Embassy and Security Personnel: The Havana
Syndrome | STOPEG
http://www.havanasyndrome.nl
Laws against explicit harassment with electromagnetic weapons
In the United States, there are three states whose laws prohibit attacking people with weapons
or devices that use electromagnetic waves.
Who is doing it
Victims in The Netherlands often mention police, AIVD, defense. Victims in the United States
often mention the FBI, Homeland Security, defense. I know one person, whose attacks started
in the 1990s, who states that people are from the AIVD and Team Criminal Intelligence (TCI)
and that he has had contact with them.
In a number of cases, they may also be criminal groups. Some of these weapons are not very
complicated to build, strong lasers can be easily purchased (in other countries).
However, in the more advanced and intensive forms of the harassment, the only possibility is
that government organizations are involved.
What I must further mention, from the experiences of victims including myself, is that the
assailants are psychopaths who obey no law and do not shy away from murder. I sometimes
say that the assailants are stuck in their own crimes. They have always been used to doing
their thing, believing they always will get away with it. But since the Internet came along,
survivors wrote down their stories on web pages and anyone could read them. They never
thought this would happen.
Is the police involved in attacks with Directed Energy Weapons on civilians?
I know people who are attacked with Directed Energy Weapons only, but also people who are
"disrupted" as well. The latter also applies to me. My disruption partly corresponds to what is
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Bijlage V. Handleiding interventiematrix'. It is only much more extreme. I have no criminal
record nor am I aware that I have ever committed any crime. I will send you another letter
about this soon. Because of the 'double' harassment I can observe the following.
Disruption is done in the Netherlands by the police and/or the AIVD. Other parties (MIVD,
KMAR, defence, private partners, foreign partners?) may also be involved via the NCTV, for
example. The disruption consists partly of synchronization, by which I mean that there is an
(immediate) reaction to what I do. The attacks with Directed Energy Weapons are also often
synchronized with disruption activities in my case and thus serve as an extension of the more
traditional methods of disruption. Example: one makes me fart or burp and at the same time
there is a scream or a car horn. This would mean that those carrying out the attacks with
Directed Energy Weapons are using the same information as those carrying out the disruption.
The police in the Netherlands have a number of services that (can) touch on the deployment
of these Directed Energy Weapons. Examples are the Dienst Specialistische Operaties (DSO)
and the Dienst Speciale Interventies (DSI). The latter has a clear link to defense. Information
sharing could take place through the Dienst Landelijke Informatieorganisatie (DLIO).
As for aerial attacks, this can be done from drones or aircraft (possibly satellites) equipped
with electronic warfare equipment. Radar is also a (microwave) weapon, see for example
AESA. From a 2006 article: AESA radar can be directed independently in different directions.
This makes it possible, to aim enough energy to damage aircraft or missiles. The US has
already done this with AESA radars used in F14, F35 and F22 aircraft.
Fake victims to make real victims unbelievable
There are real victims, but also people who pretend to be victims. These are used to discredit
the real victims.
Attacks with Directed Energy Weapon are crimes which are among the most horrible in
history
In many cases these are military weapons used against ordinary citizens. They are used to
torture victims for long periods of time (years), give them pain, or cause physical problems. If
you do this to someone once then that person has no knowledge of it. As soon as it takes
longer you know that this is being done by 'someone'. The attackers let the victims know by
the way they are attacking them.
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Victims have nowhere to go, the police can't help you (so far).
My questions to you
I have the following questions for you to which I would like to receive your answers:
1. Can you help the victims of this harassment to stop the attacks with Directed Energy
Weapons?
2. Can you help the victims of this harassment to track down those responsible for and
carrying out the attacks with Directed Energy Weapons?
3. Where can the victims go to stop attacks with Directed Energy Weapons?
4. How can victims protect themselves from attacks with Directed Energy Weapons?
5. How can a citizen prove that they are being attacked with Directed Energy Weapons?
It is now 2022 and it is time that this all ends, that those responsible and the perpetrators are
caught and tried and the victims compensated! These crimes are among the most horrible and
cruel in history and are a disgrace to humanity.
Awaiting your response,
Sincerely,
STOPEG Foundation
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Peter Mooring
Buys Ballotstraat 40
431 EW Hoogerheide <=== postal code must be: 4631 GW
M: 06 4124 3030
E: peterpm@xs4all.nl
http://www.stopeg.nl
Appendices(n):
A. Websites
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APPENDIX A. WEBSITES
I have created many websites on this topic, below is a selection.
1. Mijn stichting STOPEG
STOPEG (STOP Electronische wapens en Groepstalking), since 2007
http://www.stopeg.nl
2. Havana Syndrome website – STOPEG
Pulsed Microwave Attacks on US, Canadian, Embassy and Security Personnel: The Havana
Syndrome | havanasyndrome.nl | STOPEG
http://www.havanasyndrome.nl
3. Electronic torture – STOPEG
On Harassment and Torture with Directed Energy Weapons.
Electronic torture, Brain zapping, Cooked alive, Microwave murder, No touch torture, enz.
http://www.electronictorture.com
4. People Cooker – STOPEG
On Harassment and Torture with Directed Energy Weapons.
People Cooker
http://www.peoplecooker.com
5. My personal story
Two websites state (part of my story):
Parallel Rechtssyteem, Verstoren, Persoonsgerichte Aanpak (PGA), Potentieel Gewelddadige
Eenlingen (PGE) | STOPEG
http://www.parallelrechtssysteem.nl/#persoonlijk
About me
http://www.petermooring.nl/blog/?page_id=2
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